
For each class, all students should have pens, pencils, erasers, a notebook, a 3 ring binder,

loose-leaf paper, and a folder. 

DRAWING
Drawing pencil set with at least 4B, 2B, HB, and 2H pencils

2 erasers – Kneaded or Art Gum are best. (NOT PINK PEARL)

2 fine point black markers – Sakura, Micron or permanent Pilot are best.

Blending sticks

9x12 sketch book

Materials box

Multi-purpose brush set

Paint palette knife

Acrylic paint (at least 4oz tubes of red, yellow, blue, black, and white)

Watercolor painting pad (approx. 9 x 12)

Materials box

PAINTING
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New students should also have a key chain for their key fob.

Tissues and cough drops are always needed throughout the year, so any donations of

those are greatly appreciated and can be brought to the office in Runey Hall.

Below, please find a list of the classes that have special requirements.  

A sturdy 1 inch 3-ring binder

Lined paper

A one subject notebook

Fine point erasable whiteboard markers

ALL MANDARIN CLASSES



SPANISH 2

3 ring binder for holding documents

Pens for taking notes

Highlighter

Please obtain a copy of Laura Hillenbrand's book: Unbroken: A World War II

Story of Survival, Resilience, and Redemption. 

WORLD WAR II/COLD WAR HISTORY

A pack of 8 markers to be left in the classroom 

SPANISH 3

A binder

5 tab organizer

Filler paper

1 dry erase marker to be left in class

A separate single subject notebook to be left in class

Headphones with a microphone that works with school laptops

ALL SPANISH CLASSES

HONORS U.S. HISTORY, CIVICS, AP GOVERNMENT, LIBERTY AND JUSTICE
A notebook dedicated to the class (student’s choice - 3-ring binder, composition

notebook, spiral notebook)

Pens and pencils

Loose-leaf paper

Folder to keep tests/handouts

GEOMETRY/HONORS GEOMETRY

3-ring binder for holding documents

Pens for taking notes

Highlighter

WORLD HISTORY

3-ring binder with lined paper

Graph paper

Folder designated for Math

Ruler

Compass (be careful because the cheapest ones often do not work well)

Protractor

Calculator with square root and trig functions (TI-30X, or higher)

A pack of colored pencils to be left in the classroom

3-ring binder with lined paper

Graph paper

Folder designated for Math

Calculator with square root and trig functions (TI-30X, or equivalent)

ALGEBRA I



PRE-CALCULUS/HONORS PRE-CALC/HONORS CALC/AP CALC

Binder or folder to hold and organize notes and returned papers

A hard copy NIV or ESV Bible to be brought to class each day (a study Bible is

recommended, but not required)

Pens or pencils

Highlighter for classwork

Dedicated notebook, graphing calculator required (TI-84, TI-89, or TI-Nspire).

ALL BIBLE CLASSES

STATISTICS

3-ring binder with lined paper

Graph paper

Folder designated for Math

Scientific graphing calculator required needs to have roots, trig, log, ! (TI-84, TI-

89, or TI-Nspire)

ALGEBRA II/ALGEBRA II HONORS

Needed 1st day of school: “quadrille ruled” composition book for labs and

activities (7 ½ x 9 ¾ inches, graph-style paper with a stitched binding, see photos

- NOT spiral bound or “EZ tear-out” sheets).

ALL SCIENCE CLASSES

Biology, Chemistry, Physics, DE Biology, AP Physics: Also need

scientific calculator 

AP Chemistry: Also need graphing calculator  

Marine Science: Also need scientific calculator and bring all-weather

gear to wear on field outings (hats, gloves, boots, etc. appropriate to

weather). 

Dedicated notebook

Calculator required

Figure 1: Lab Notebook Cover.  

Above, note the black tape on

the left-hand side.

Figure 2: Lab Notebook Binding.  

Above, note the stitching down

the middle at the center of the

notebook.


